
Studland Bay Marine Conservation Zone 

There is a significant chance that anchoring will be at best 
restricted and at worst prohibited completely in Studland Bay. 

The Marine Management Organisation (MMO) is the government’s principal regulator 
for most activities in English waters. This includes the management of activities in 
marine protected areas (MPAs). 

The MMO is currently seeking views on the draft assessment for the Studland Bay 
MPA. 

This is a link to the relevant Defra site 

https://consult.defra.gov.uk/mmo/call-for-evidence-mmo-mpa-assessments/ 

There are further links there including one to the draft assessment 

https://consult.defra.gov.uk/mmo/call-for-evidence-mmo-mpa-

assessments/supporting_documents/Draft%20Studland%20Bay%20MCZ%20nonlice

nsable%20activity%20assessment.pdf 

The following is not referred to but may be relevant and used in evidence 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/233512042_The_impacts_of_anchoring_a

nd_mooring_in_seagrass_Studland_Bay_Dorset_UK 

There are several clips on YouTube that show the seagrass meadows in strong 
healthy condition and other clips that show the scars caused by anchors, so the 
discussion should still be open. 

Time scales are unfortunately short, the consultation process opened on 
28 Oct 2020 and Closes 15 Dec 2020. 

We would like encourage members of the Fleet and all sailing friends, to submit a 
response which reflects the serious impact that many of the suggested measures will 
have on the activities of our sailing community? 

The Response button on the Defra site will take you through a range of questions 
most of which are not relevant to anchoring nor sailing, these can be ignored. 

You may wish to consider the following when responding, please let me 
have any other points you consider important so that they may be shared. 

• There is a possibility that with proper management that Anchorage could be 
maintained in an area within the bay without significantly injuring the 
biodiversity 

• Laying of no cost mooring buoys within the Anchorage would limit damage to 
a habitat that has ostensibly survived anchoring for many years. 

• Studland is a strategic anchorage lying between the West Country and the 
Solent. Studland is a day sail from the west country. Studland is the only 
viable strong weather anchorage between Weymouth and the Solent. Denying 
anchorage within the bay would render this part of the coast less safe. 
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• Many small boats cannot enter Poole harbour on a strong ebb tide. The 
maintenance of the Anchorage is a major safety consideration. 

 

The more of us who submit our views the stronger our argument! 

 

Gareth Dop – garethdop@btinternet.com-  On behalf of the Cruising Fleet 

 

 The Cruising Fleet Committee would like to thank Gareth for taking on the co-

ordination of our response to Defra. 
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